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Abstract
Anomaly freedom has been one of the most important issues in canonical quan-
tization of gravity. In a physically meaningful (anomaly free) theory, the constraint
operators must be first class, and their commutator algebra is expected to resemble
the corresponding classical Poisson-bracket algebra. In this paper, we review the
“constructive’’ approach to obtaining a consistent set of constraints: start with a
Hamiltonian constraint and generate the corresponding diffeomorphism constraint
as a commutator of two Hamiltonians. Closure of the constraint operator algebra
then requires that the diffeomorphism operator obtained in this way weakly com-
mutes with another Hamiltonian constraint operator. The same procedure can be
used to check the consistency of some proposed quantization schemes that present a
candidate Hamiltonian constraint, which we do for a spherically symmetric model.
Introduction
The first models for canonical quantization of gravity go back to the ADM formalism [1, 2].
The spacetime metric is decomposed into a spatial metric, lapse function and shift vector,
which leads to going from the manifestly covariant Einstein-Hilber action to a system of
constraints of canonical variables and a Poisson bracket between those variables. The
canonical equations of motion are generated using the constraints and Poisson brackets.
Keeping the lapse function and shift vector arbitrary allows to ensure general covariance
at the classical level and, as a result, consistency and gauge invariance of the resulting
equations of motion.
The classical Hamiltonian and diffeomorphism constraints form a closed (first class)
algebra (see Eqs. (8)-(10)). When quantizing the classical system of constraints using
Dirac’s procedure [3], one needs to make sure that the commutator algebra of the constraint
operators remains first class. In this case, the quantum system is said to be anomaly free.
The same requirements apply to effective theories, as outlined in [4] and [5].
In the framework of loop quantum gravity, it has been shown that the spectra of the
geometrical operators, such as area and volume, are fundamentally discrete. Therefore, it
appears natural to consider quantization of the physically interesting constraint operators
on a discrete structure, a spin network [6]. A suitable inner product for quantum states
in this framework was suggested by Ashtekar and Lewandowski in [7] and the relevant
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operators were shown to be self-adjoint. Recently anomaly-free quantization of the loop
quantum gravity constraints in three spacetime dimensions has been considered in [8]-[10].
In this paper, we consider spin networks of regular structure, i.e. lattices that are mo-
tivated by the symmetry of the model. The two simple examples include cubic and spheri-
cally symmetric lattices. For the quantization purposes, we take on a constructive approach:
we originally construct only the Hamiltonian constraint motivated by [11, 12, 13]. In the
spirit of the classical constraint algebra (see Eq.(10)), we then define the Diffeomorphism
constraint operator using the commutator of two Hamiltonian constraints. The system of
constaints constructed in this way will be an adequate quantization of the classical system
if the Diffeomorphism constraint (i) weakly commutes with the Hamiltonian, and (ii) has
the right classical limit. The same procedure can be used to check the consistency of some
proposed quantization schemes that present a candidate Hamiltonian constraint. We fol-
low the outlined procedure for the construction motivated by the one in [12], although of
somewhat more general form. We find that in the considered framework, the closure of the
quantum constraint algebra is problematic.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we review the classical hypersurface
deformation algebra for the full theory and its restriction to the spherically symmetric
sector. We then proceed to describing the lattice quantization procedure in Section 2 by,
first, using cubic lattice as an example and a visual guidance for the spherically symmetric
case. The descrption of the basic states and operators is followed by the construction of
the Hamiltonian constraint and derivation of Diffeomorphism constraint, which is shown
to have he right classical limit. In Section 3, we investigate whether the two constraints
can form a first class algebra and conclude with a discussion in Section 4.
1 Classical constraint algebra
In this section we review the classical formulation of canonical loop quantum gravity.
Starting with the basic variables, constraints and their algebra of the full theory, we proceed
to the spherically symmetric sector.
1.1 Full theory
Canonical (ADM) approach to gravity [1, 2] is based on splitting the space-time metric
into spatial metric qab, lapse function N and shift vector N
a (a = 1, 2, 3)
ds2 = −N2dt2 + qab(dxa +Nadt)(dxb +N bdt). (1)
In LQG one further rewrites the (inverse) spatial metric in terms of the densitized triad
qab =
Eai E
b
i
detE
,
which becomes a basic canonical variable. Its conjugate is the Ashtekar connection
Aia = Γ
i
a + γK
i
a, (2)
2
where Γia is the spin connection compatible with the densitized triad and K
i
a is the extrinsic
curvature. Performing the space-time splitting of the Einstein-Hilbert action, one obtains
S =
∫
dt
[
1
8piGγ
∫
dx3Eai A˙
i
a −
∫
dx3
(
NH +NaD + λiGi
)]
, (3)
where G is the gravitational constant and γ is the Barbero-Immirzi parameter. From the
first term we gather that the Poisson bracket between the densitized triad and Ashtekar
connection is given by {
Aia(x), E
b
j (y)
}
= 8piGγδbaδ
i
jδ(x, y). (4)
The second integral contains Lagrange multipliers and three constraints that generate gauge
transformations. The Hamiltonian constraint density H gives rise to coordinate time evo-
lution; the diffeomorphism constraint D generates spatial diffeomorphism transformations,
and the Gauss constraint G is responsible for internal rotations of the triad that do not
affect the spatial metric. The explicit expressions for the three constraints are as follows.
Hgrav[N ] =
1
16piG
∫
dx3N
Eai E
b
j√
detE
[
ijkF
k
ab − 2(1 + γ2)Ki[aKjb]
]
, (5)
Dgrav[N
a] =
1
8piGγ
∫
dx3Na
[(
∂aA
j
b − ∂bAja
)
Ebj − Aja∂bEbj
]
, (6)
Ggrav[λ
i] =
1
8piGγ
∫
dx3
(
∂aE
a
i + ij
kAjaE
a
k
)
. (7)
Here F kab = 2∂[aA
k
b]+ij
kAiaA
j
b is the curvature of the Ashtekar connection. These constraints
are first class and their Poisson brackets are weakly zero. The Gauss constraint is often
solved explcitly to eliminate the spin connection in terms of the densitized triad. The
remaining two constraints satisfy the following relations
{D[Na], D[M b]} = −D[LMbNa] , (8)
{H[N ], D[Na]} = −H[LNaN ] , (9)
{H[N ], H[M ]} = D[N∂aM −M∂aN ] . (10)
In order to obtain the contravariant shift vector in the last diffeomorphism constraint, one
needs to use either spatial metric or densitized triad to raise the indices of the covariant
derivatives.
1.2 Spherical symmetry
Below we review the basic variables and the corresponding constraints in the spherically
symmetric setting. Our construction and notation will largely follow that in Refs. [12, 13].
3
1.2.1 Basic variables
Let x and ϕ represent the radial and angular coordinates respectively. The basic canonical
variables are the corresponding components of the triad and extrinsic curvature: (Eϕ, Kϕ)
and (Ex, Kx). In terms of these triad variables, the spatial (spherically symmetric) metric
is given by
dq2 =
E2ϕ
|Ex|dx
2 + |Ex| dΩ2. (11)
Solving the Gauss constraint yields an explicit expression for the spin connection in terms
of the triads (and their derivatives). The angular component of the spin-connection is
Γϕ = − E
x′
2Eϕ
, (12)
where the prime denotes the x−derivative. Γϕ is gauge invariant, whereas its radial com-
ponent Γx is pure gauge. The canonical variables satisfy the following Poisson brackets
1
2
{Kx(x), Ex(y)} = {Kϕ(x), Eϕ(y)} = 8piGδ(x, y). (13)
1.2.2 Constraints
The spherically symmetric version of the Hamiltonian and diffeomorphism constraints in
Eqs. (5) and (6) is given by
HG[N ] = − 1
2G
∫
dxN |Ex|−1/2 [K2ϕEϕ + 2KϕKxEx + (1− Γ2ϕ)Eϕ + 2Γ′ϕEx] (14)
and
DG[N
x] =
1
2G
∫
dxNx
[
2EϕK ′ϕ −KxEx′
]
(15)
respectively. Note that a term proportional to the Gauss constraint was removed from
the diffeomorphism constraint. These constraints are first class and satisfy the following
Poisson brackets
{D[Nx], D[Mx]} = −D[MxNx′ −NxMx′] , (16)
{H[N ], D[Nx]} = −H[NxN ′] , (17)
{H[N ], H[M ]} = D[|Ex|/(Eϕ)2 (NM ′ −MN ′)] , (18)
where the triad components are explicitly present on the righthand side of the last expres-
sion. In the next section we attempt to quantize the above system of constraints on a
lattice, such that the quantum counterparts of the constraints satisfy analogous commu-
tator algebra.
4
2 Lattice quantization
The quantization procedure requires promoting the canonical variables Eϕ, Ex, Kϕ, Kx
into quantum operators and switching from Poisson brackets to commutators. In the
loop quantization, the basic operators correspond to the smeared versions of the canonical
variables, namely fluxes of densitized triads and holonomies of the extrinsic curvature. It
is easier to visualize the geometrical structure of the lattice loop quantization in a three-
dimensional case. We do so in Section 2.1 by considering, for simplicity, a cubic lattice. In
Section 2.2, we then repeat a similar construction for the spherically symmetric model.
2.1 Cubic Lattice
For illustration purposes, consider the Euclidean part of the Hamiltonian constraint in Eq.
(5). When quantizing, the curvature factor F kab is to be replaced by a holonomy around a
rectangular loop spanned by the directions a and b. At the same time, the triad prefactor
can be rewritten using Thiemann’s trick [11]{
Akc ,
∫
d3x
√
| detEaj |
}
∝ ijkabc
Eai E
b
j√
| detEdl |
. (19)
Here the triad factor is expressed in terms of the Poisson bracket of the volume, whose loop
quantum operator is well defined, and an Ashtekar connection, whose operator is not. The
proper quantization requires one to use a holonomy along an edge that is perpendicular to
the loop used for the curvature holonomy
EE√
detE
∝ {A, V } → hˆ
[
hˆ−1, Vˆ
]
,
where the edge holonomy and its inverse are taken along the same edge. Combining the
curvature and triad pieces together yields a typical vertex contribution to the Hamiltonian
constraint operator
ijk tr
(
hˆijhˆk
[
hˆ−1k , Vˆ
])
. (20)
The geometrical structure of this operator is depicted in Fig. 1 and resembles a “hand’’
with a horizontal “palm’’ and vertical “thumb” that correspond to the loop holonomy hˆij
and the doubly traced edge holonomy hˆk and its inverse respectively. In order to obtain
the total Hamiltonian constraint, we need to symmetrize over all possible orientations of
the hand operator (48 combinations for each vertex) and sum over all the vertices in the
relevant region. In that sum, each vertex contribution Hˆv comes with a lapse “function”
N(v) [14]
Hˆv =
1
16piG
2i
8piγG~
N(v)
8
∑
IJK
∑
σI∈{±1}
σ1σ2σ3
IJK (21)
× tr (hv,σII(A)hv+σII,σJJ(A)h−1v+σJJ,σII(A) ×h−1v,σJJ(A)hv,σKK(A)[h−1v,σKK(A), Vˆ ]) ,
5
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“thumb” operator 
“palm” operator 
v 
Figure 1: One representative “hand” operator based at vertex v. It consists of the holonomy
operator around the bottom face (“palm” operator) and the doubly traced edge along the
k-direction (“thumb” operator).
where hv,I (hv,J or hv,K) denotes the holonomy along the edge that starts at vertex v and
goes in the direction I (J or K), whereas the σ’s (±1) encode the direction in which the
corresponding edge is traversed by the holonomy. In the spherically symmetric model, the
total Hamiltonian constraint (including matter) has a form very similar to the Euclidean
part of the Hamiltonian of the full theory. The ideas outlined in the current section make
visualization and bookkeeping of the relevant terms easier even in the spherically symmetric
model.
2.2 Spherically symmetric lattice
In a spherically symmetric context, a lattice is simply a radial line with some vertices
(labeled by v) and edges (labeled by e), while the angular dimensions are suppressed. The
triad component Ex is a scalar, whereas Eϕ is a scalar density of weight one. Thus the
corresponding fluxes are given by
Fv[E
x] = Ex(v), Fe[E
ϕ] =
∫
e
Eϕdx. (22)
The radial holonomy and angular (point) holomy read
he[Kx] = exp
(
i
2
∫
e
γKxdx
)
, and hv[Kϕ] = exp (iδγKϕ(v)) (23)
respectively.
6
2.2.1 Basic states and operators
The Hamiltonian constraint operator is a sum of vertex operators, each of which only
acts on one vertex and two neighbouring edges of a lattice state. In order to simplify
the notation, we shall only keep the relevant labels and omit the unaffected ones. For an
arbitrary vertex v, the ket will read
| · · · , µv−1, kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1, · · · 〉 = t t tµv−1 µv µv+1· · · kv−1 kv · · · , (24)
where the edge label kv receives the subscript of the vertex to its immediate left. The
connection representation of this state is
Tg,k,µ [Kx, Kϕ] =
∏
e∈g
exp
(
i
2
ke ∫
e
γKxdx
)∏
v∈g
exp (iµvγKϕ) . (25)
In this paper we restrict ourselves to operators that do not create or destroy vertices. Then
there are two basic types of operators: a multiplication operator (e.g. the volume operator)
and a shift operator (e.g. a holonomy operator). The former does not change the lattice
labels and yields the same lattice state mulitplied by a coefficient that, in general, depends
on the neighbouring lattice labels:
fˆv|µv−1, kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1〉 = fv(µv−1, kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1) t t tµv−1 µv µv+1kv−1 kv .
(26)
A shift operator does alter some of the lattice labels at and near the vertex it acts on. One
of the simplest examples of a shift operator looks like
gˆv|µv−1, kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1〉 = t t tµv−1 (µv + δ) µv+1kv−1 kv (27)
and only affects one vertex label µv. Constructing products of several shift operators one
can obtain an operator that changes several vertex and/or edge labels. In general, a shift
and a multiplication operators do not commute. It is easy to see that for the operators in
Eqs. (26) and (27)[
fˆ , gˆ
]
= gˆv (fv(µv−1, kv−1, µv + δ, kv, µv+1)− fv(µv−1, kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1)) . (28)
Physically relevant operators are generally composed of combinations of both multipli-
cation and shift operators. In what follows, we shall assume - without loss of generality -
that the multiplication part of such operators is on the right of the shifting part. This can
always be achieved by utilizing the commutation relations such as the one in Eq. (28). In
this paper, we shall primarily be interested in the algebra of operators acting on the lattice
states defined above. For such operators, it will be convenient to use similar diagrammatic
notation. For example, the operator from Eq.(27) can be represented by the following
diagram
gˆv =
t t t
v
(+δ)
, (29)
7
where we suppressed the uneffected vertex labels. Note that in the connection representa-
tion, the holonomies defined in Eq. (23) act on the lattice states in (25) as multiplication
operators, which effectively shifts the vertex or edge labels according to
hˆe[Kx]Tg,k,µ = Tg,k+1,µ, hˆv[Kϕ]Tg,k,µ = Tg,k,µ+δ. (30)
The physically interesting operators, such as Hamiltonian or diffeomorphism constraints,
can be constructed from combinations of the ones discussed above. This is done in the
next two sections.
2.2.2 Hamiltonian constraint operator
On a spherically symmetric lattice, there are only two essentially distinct types of the
“hand”-operators: with a radial or angular “thumb”. Since the thumb-part of the hand-
operator is diagonal, the former type of the hand-operator only affects the label of one
vertex (v). At the same time, a hand-operator with an angular thumb also affects one of
the neighbouring vertices (v + 1 or v − 1) and the edge connecting that vertex with v.
This can be seen in the corresponding diagrams Eq. (33). In what follows we review the
construction explained in [12].
Hamiltonian constraint for a spherically symmetric model can be conveniently repre-
sented as a discrete sum of the vertex contributions of three types
Hˆ[N ] =
∑
v
Nv
(
HˆvC + Hˆ
v
R + Hˆ
v
L
)
, (31)
where the central, right and left terms are defined as
HˆvC |µv−1, kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1〉 =
∑
σ=0,±1
|µv−1, kv−1, µv + 2σδ, kv, µv+1〉Φvσ (32)
HˆvR|µv−1, kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1〉 =
∑
σ1,2,3=±1
σ2σ3|µv−1, kv−1, µv + σ1δ/2, kv + 2σ2, µv+1 + σ3δ/2〉Rv
HˆvL|µv−1, kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1〉 =
∑
σ1,2,3=±1
σ2σ3|µv−1 + σ3δ/2, kv−1 + 2σ2, µv + σ1δ/2, kv, µv+1〉Rv.
The relevant (parts of the) lattice states from Eq. (25) are given by
〈Kϕ, Kx|µv−1, kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1〉 := exp(iµ−γKϕ(v−)) exp
(
1
2
ik−
v
∫
v−1
γKxdx
)
exp(iµγKϕ(v))
exp
(
1
2
ik+
v+1
∫
v
γKxdx
)
exp(iµ+γKϕ(v+)) .
8
Diagrammatically we can rewrite the expressions (32) as
HˆvC =
∑
σ=0,±1
t t t
v
+2σδ
Φvσ,
HˆvR =
∑
σ1,2,3=±1
σ2σ3
t t t
v
+σ1
δ
2
+σ3
δ
2
+2σ2
Rv, (33)
HˆvL =
∑
σ1,2,3=±1
σ2σ3
t t t+σ3 δ2
+2σ2 v
+σ1
δ
2
Rv,
where the shifting part of each operator is represented by a quantity above the lattice for
the corresponding vertex label and by a quantity below the lattice for the corresponding
edge label. Here Φvσ and R
v are functions of the labels at the corresponding node (µv)
and its adjacent edges (kv−1 and kv). Note that in [12], these are specific combinations of
the vertex and edge labels, whereas Φ0 also contains the contribution from (scalar) matter
Hamiltonian constraint. In the current paper, however, we shall regard Φσ and R as some
undetermined functions that are to be restricted by the requirement for the constraint
algebra to be anomaly free.
2.2.3 Diffeomorphism constraint operator
In this section we shall define the diffeomorphism constraint operator as the commutator
of two Hamiltionian constraints
D[...] ∝
[
Hˆ[N ], Hˆ[M ]
]
=
∑
v,u
NvMu
[(
HˆC + HˆR + HˆL
)v
,
(
HˆC + HˆR + HˆL
)u]
. (34)
Here the smearing function of the diffeomorphism constraint may involve canonical vari-
ables. It is easy to see that commutator is zero for v = u because of symmetry. Also,
the terms with |v − u| ≥ 2 vanish, as the shifting part of one of the commutted operators
does not affect the labels on the support of the multiplication part of the other operator.
Therefore, the non-trivial contributions come only from the next-neighbour commutators
for u = v ± 1. Below we explicitly compute such commutators.
Consider for now u = v+ 1 (the u = v− 1 case is very similar).We start by noting that[
HˆvC , Hˆ
v+1
C
]
=
[
HˆvC , Hˆ
v+1
R
]
=
[
HˆvL, Hˆ
v+1
R
]
=
[
HˆvL, Hˆ
v+1
C
]
= 0.
There are five non-zero commutators. Let us compute one explicitly[
HˆvC , Hˆ
v+1
L
]
=
 ∑
σ=0,±1
t t t
v
+2σδ
Φvσ,
∑
σ1,2,3=±1
σ2σ3
t t t
v
+σ3
δ
2
+σ1
δ
2
+2σ2
Rv+1

=
∑
σ
∑
σ1,2,3
t t t
v
+δ
(
2σ + σ3
2
)
+σ1
δ
2
+2σ2
σ2σ3 (35)
×Rv+1 [Φvσ (µv + σ3 δ2 , kv + 2σ2)− Φvσ] ,
9
where only the affected (shifted) arguments of Rv+1 and Φvσ have been written out explicitly.
Similarly the other four non-trivial commutators of the adjacent vertex constraint operators
are computed as follows
[
HˆvL, Hˆ
v+1
L
]
=
∑
σ1,2,3
∑
σ4,5,6
t t t+σ3 δ2
+2σ2 v
+ δ
2
(σ1 + σ6) +σ4
δ
2
+2σ5
σ2σ3σ5σ6 (36)
×Rv+1 [Rv (µv + σ6 δ2 , kv + 2σ5)−Rv] ,[
HˆvR, Hˆ
v+1
L
]
=
∑
σ1,2,3
∑
σ4,5,6
t t t
v
+ δ
2
(σ1 + σ6) +
δ
2
(σ3 + σ4)
+2σ2
σ2σ3σ5σ6 (37)
× [Rv+1Rv (µv + σ6 δ2 , kv + 2σ5)−RvRv+1 (µv+1 + σ3 δ2 , kv + 2σ2)] ,[
HˆvR, Hˆ
v+1
C
]
=
∑
σ
∑
σ1,2,3
t t t
v
+δ
(
2σ + σ1
2
)
+σ3
δ
2
+2σ2
σ2σ3 (38)
×Rv [Φv+1σ − Φv+1σ (µv+1 + σ3 δ2 , kv + 2σ2)] ,[
HˆvR, Hˆ
v+1
R
]
=
∑
σ1,2,3
∑
σ4,5,6
t t t+σ1 δ2
+2σ2v
+ δ
2
(σ3 + σ4) +σ6
δ
2
+2σ5
σ2σ3σ5σ6 (39)
×Rv [Rv+1 −Rv+1 (kv + 2σ2, µv+1 + σ3 δ2)] .
Note that the commutators in Eqs. (35)-(39) all have the prefactor NvMv+1. As
was pointed out earlier, there are also contributions with the prefactor NvMv−1, which
can be brought to a very similar form after shifting v → v + 1 (and flipping the overall
sign) in the summation over v. Then the overall coefficient would be NvMv+1−Nv+1Mv =
N∆M−M∆N (where ∆N ≡ Nv+1−Nv), which resembles the standard classical expression
for the shift vector in the diffeomorphism constraint, N∂xM −M∂xN .
At first glance, the obtained shift vector L = N∂xM −M∂xN constitutes a restricted
class of smearing vectors. For example, if ∂M = 0, we can’t have a constant L = M∂N for
periodic boundary conditions on N . In this sense, the above construction does not contain
all possible shifts. However, since nN and M always appear in the form N∂xM −M∂xN ,
we can extend this definition by replacing the combination above with an arbitrary L.
Another potential issue with the definition (34) is the dependence of the shift vector
on the inverse metric components. While classically the metric exists and is invertible,
it is not necessarily the case at the quantum level. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this
paper one can replace the multiplication parts on the righthand side of Eqs. (35)-(39) with
arbitrary functions of the lattice labels, as will become clear in Section 3.
Comparing the commutators above, we notice that the shifting parts on the righthand
side of Eqs. (35), (37), and (38) have similar form, which is the same as the form of HˆvR.
On the other hand, Eqs. (36) and (39) differ from the other three commutators and HˆvR.
Their shifting parts affect three vertices and two edges between them. Moreover, even
10
though the structure of these two shifts appears similar the affected vertices and edges are
distinct.
Our ultimate goal is to investigate whether the complete system of constraints (Hamil-
tonian plus Diffeomorphism) can be closed under the commutator operation. In particular,
this requires the Hamiltonian and Diffeomorphism constraints to have a similar structure.
Thus the spreading of the shifting part mentioned above may make the closure of the con-
straints problematic. We now have two options: consider the conditions under which the
spread terms cancel already in the Diffeomorphism constraint; or to keep going and only
require closure at the stage when [D[...], H[...]] is computed. For now we choose the latter
and will revisit this discussion in Section 4.
2.2.4 Classical limit
Before we analyze closure of the constraint algebra, it is helpful to check the classical limit
of the commutators obtained in the previous section and see if we recover the classical
expression in Eq. (15) (up to the redefinition of the shift vector discussed at the end
of Section 2.2.3). We already saw that the resulting commutator constitutes a sum over
vertices with a smearing coefficient N∆M −M∆N . Inside the sum there are five terms
listed in Eqs. (35)-(39). We shall now focus on their behaviour when δ, → 0.
We first recall that in connection representation, the shifting part of an operator (that
contains extrinsic curvature components) corresponds to an exponential. For instance, the
angular and edge holonomies should be replaced with
t t t
v
(+δ) → exp (iδγKvϕ) and (40)t t t
v (+2) → exp
(
i
v+
∫
v
γKxdx
)
(41)
respectively. The integral in Eq. (41) is taken over an edge of length . Hence in the
classical limit, this integral will be approximated by γKvx .
The (triad dependent) multiplication part of the operators has the form of a (infinites-
imal) change in a label dependent function, which can be Taylor expanded to give an
explicit infinitesimal factor of δ or . For instance, in (35) we have
∆Φvσ ≡ Φvσ
(
µv + σ3
δ
2
, kv + 2σ2
)− Φvσ (µv, kv) = Avσσ3δ +Bvσσ2+O(δ2, δ, 2), (42)
with the coefficients Avσ and B
v
σ given by the corresponding µv- and kv-derivatives of Φ
v
σ.
Note that the multiplication factor in Eq.(37) is of similar form. Indeed, by adding and
subtracting RvRv+1 it can be recast as Rv+1∆Rv −Rv∆Rv+1.
We now have all the ingredients to consider the classical limit of Eqs. (35)-(39). In the
first commutator, Eq. (35), we replace the holonomies according to Eqs. (40) and (41)
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along with the triad coefficient in (42) to obtain∑
σ
∑
σ1,2,3
t t t
v
+δ
(
2σ + σ3
2
)
+σ1
δ
2
+2σ2
σ2σ3R
v+1
[
Φvσ
(
µv + σ3
δ
2
, kv + 2σ2
)− Φvσ]
=
∑
σ
∑
σ1,2,3
σ2σ3 exp
(
2iσδγKvϕ
)
exp
(
iσ3
δ
2
γKvϕ
)
exp (iσ2γK
v
x) exp
(
iσ1
δ
2
γKv+1ϕ
)
∆Φvσ.(43)
In this factorized form, the summation over different σ’s can be performed separately.
Recall that σ takes values 0 or ±1, whereas all other σ’s can only be ±1. Note also, that
Φ+ = Φ− 6= Φ0. Therefore, the summation over σ contribites a factor of
2 cos(2δγKvϕ)∆Φ+ + ∆Φ0 −→
δ→0
2∆Φ+ + ∆Φ0 = A1σ3δ +B1σ2+O(δ
2, δ, 2),
where A1 and B1 combine A
v
σ and B
v
σ respectively. Summation over σ1 in (43) contributes
a factor of 2 cos( δ
2
γKvϕ) −→
δ→0
2. The remaining summation over σ2 and σ3 involves factors
of σ’s inside the sums. Since σ22 = σ
2
3 = 1, we obtain∑
σ2,3
exp
(
iσ3
δ
2
γKvϕ
)
exp (iσ2γK
v
x)σ2σ3 (A1σ3δ +B1σ2)
= 4iA1δ cos
(
δ
2
γKvϕ
)
sin (γKvx) + 4iB1 sin
(
δ
2
γKvϕ
)
cos (γKvx)
= 4iδγ
(
A1K
v
x +
1
2
B1K
v
ϕ
)
+ o(δ2, δ, 2). (44)
When considering the classical limit of (36), we can similarly expand the multiplication
part as
∆Rv ≡ Rv (µv + σ6 δ2 , kv + 2σ5)−Rv (µv, kv) = A2σ6δ +B2σ5+O(δ2, δ, 2)
and perform the summation much like we did with (43). Note that if an explicit factor of
σi is present inside the sum, the corresponding summation yields a sine function, which
gives an infinitesimal contribution proportional to either δ or . If such a factor is absent,
the summation contributes a factor of cos(...) −→
δ→0
1. Hence the number of σ’s determines
the perturbative order of the commutator’s classical limit. Noticing that the extra factors
of either σ5 or σ6 from the expansion of ∆R
v cancel one of the corresponding original σ’s
in the summation, we conlude that (36) yields a higher (fourth) order contribution in the
classical limit. The same conclusion applies to the classical limit of (37) and (39), but the
contribution from (38) is of the same (second) order as that from (35). Expanding the
difference term of (38)
−∆Φv+1σ ≡ Φv+1σ (µv+1, kv)−Φv+1σ
(
µv+1 + σ3
δ
2
, kv + 2σ2
)
= −Av+1σ σ3δ−Bvσσ2+O(δ2, δ, 2),
we note that the coefficients Av+1σ and B
v
σ are proportional to the µv+1- and kv-derivatives
of Φv+1σ . Repeating the steps we did for (43) yields
(38) −→
δ→0
−4iδγ (Av+11 Kvx + 12Bv1Kv+1ϕ )+ o(δ2, δ, 2).
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It is then clear that combining with (44) results, up to a triad dependent coefficient, in
(35) + (38) −→
δ→0
(Av+11 − Av1)Kvx +Bv1
(
Kv+1ϕ −Kvϕ
)
.
Since the latter term constritutes the discrete version of K ′ϕ, and the commutators (35) and
(38) are the leading terms in the overall
[
Hˆ[N ], Hˆ[M ]
]
commutator, it is evident that an
appropriate choice of R and Φσ will yield the correct classical limit of the diffeomorphism
constraint (15).
3 Closure of the constraint algebra
In this section we shall investigate whether the diffeomorphism constraint operator defined
in Section 2.2.3 forms a closed algebra with the Hamiltonian constraint operator given
by (31). As was mentioned earlier in the Introduction, for closure it is necessary and
sufficient that the commutator [D[...], H[...]] “resembles” a Hamiltonian constraint with
some lapse function L. Motivated by the classical expression, the this lapse function may
in general be dependent on the triad operators. Moreover, the shift vector appearing
inside the diffeomorphism constraint has an explicit metric dependence. In section 2.2.3,
we discussed how this issue can be overcome by using a general shift vector. It is easy to
show, however, that such a replacement would not change the main conclusions. While
the inverse metric in the shift of the diffeomorphism operator does indeed contribute to
the commutator with a Hamiltonian constraint operator, the structure of the resulting
operator (the shifting part) is unaffected by this extra term.
So far we have kept the triad dependence of the Hamiltonian constraint operator, i.e.
the functions Φvσ and R
v, unrestricted. These functions, however, affect neither the shifting
part of the Hamiltonian constraint nor the structure of the shifting part of the commutators
in Eqs. (35)-(39). Therefore the shifting part of [D[...], H[...]] must coincide with that of
H[...] itself, where each term affects at most two neighboring vertices and the edge between
them. We can use the freedom in the triad dependence of Φvσ and R
v to require that all
the terms in [D[...], H[...]] that affect more labels vanish.
There are quite a few combinations present in the expression for [D[...], H[...]], but
we start by considering two typical representatives:
[
Êq.(37), Hˆv+1L
]
and
[
Êq.(36), Hˆv+2L
]
.
The former has much overlap in the shifting parts of the two operators inside the commu-
tator, which results in a compact overall shifting part. The latter, on the contrary, has
little overlap in shifting parts, which yields a spread resulting shifting part. The explicit
expressions for the compact commutator is given by[[
HˆvR, Hˆ
v+1
L
]
, Hˆv+1L
]
=
∑
σ1,2,3
∑
σ4,5,6
∑
σ7,8,9
t t t
v
+ δ
2
(σ1 + σ6 + σ9) +
δ
2
(σ3 + σ4 + σ7)
+2(σ2 + σ5 + σ8)
σ2σ3σ5σ6σ8σ9
× [Rv+1P v (µv + σ9 δ2 , kv + 2σ8, µv+1 + σ7 δ2) (45)
−P vRv+1 (µv+1 + (σ3 + σ4) δ2 , kv + 2(σ2 + σ5))] ,
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where
P v (kv−1, µv, kv, µv+1, kv+1) = Rv+1Rv
(
µv + σ6
δ
2
, kv + 2σ5
)−RvRv+1 (µv+1 + σ3 δ2 , kv + 2σ2) .
The second, non-compact, commutator is given by[[
HˆvL, Hˆ
v+1
L
]
, Hˆv+2L
]
=
∑
σ1,2,3
∑
σ4,5,6
∑
σ7,8,9
t t t t
v
+σ3
δ
2
+ δ
2
(σ1 + σ6) +
δ
2
(σ4 + σ9) +σ7
δ
2
+2σ2 +2σ5 +2σ8
× σ2σ3σ5σ6σ8σ9Rv+2 (46)
× [Rv+1 (µv+1 + σ9 δ2 , kv+1 + 2σ8)−Rv+1] [Rv (µv + σ6 δ2 , kv + 2σ5)−Rv] .
Looking at the two equations above, one can notice that a more compact shifting part is
accompanied by a more sophisticated triad dependent factor and vice versa, the shifting
part in Eq. (46) is non-compact, but the multiplication part is fairly simple. Importantly,
the terms corresponding to different vertices or different σ’s appear with different com-
binations of lapse functions, hence must vanish independently. If we now require that
all the non-compact terms equal zero, including the term in Eq. (46), this would result
in only trivial solutions for Rv that are merely constant and do not depend on the triad
components. This appears too restrictive to allow for physically interesting models.
4 Discussion
We investigated a possibility of an anomaly free lattice-based quantization motivated by
loop quantum gravity ideas. We primarily focused on a spherically symmetric case, but
some of the conlusions apply to more general lattices, including the cubic one. The ma-
jor requirement that we imposed on the quantum constraint operators was their off-shell
closure, i.e. closure of the commutator algebra of the constraints without any reference to
specific states.
The idea of off-shell closure can be used in two different ways. On the one hand, it may
be used in a constructive manner: starting with a single constraint operator (Hamiltonian)
one can define the Diffeomorphism constraint operator as commutator of two Hamiltonians,
as is done in Section 2.2.3. If the newly defined operator weakly commutes with another
Hamiltonian and both the Diffeomorphism constraint and the constraint algebra have the
right classical limit, the system of constraints would constitute an adequate quantization
of the hypersurface deformation algebra. So technically, one “only” needs to construct a
suitable Hamiltonian constraint and the rest of the system will follow.
On the other hand, off-shell closure can be used to test whether certain proposed
constructions of the Hamiltonian constraints can yield a consistent quantization. One
would just follow the same procedure as explained in Sections 2.2.3 – 3, including checking
the classical limit.
In order for the constraint commutators to weakly vanish off-shell each commutator
must be represented by a linear combination of the constraints. In the lattice framework,
this is possible only if the action of the commutators on the lattice states has the same
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form as the action of the original constraints, i.e. the original constraints and commutators
affect the same lattice labels. In this paper, we focused on the spherically symmetric case
(Section 2.2.2) and specifically on the Hamiltonian constraint operator motivated by Ref.
[12]. We kept some freedom in the triad dependent factors in the Hamiltonian, but it
was still not possible to obtain an anomaly free constraint algebra. The main issue was
the spreading of the shifting part of the constraints after computing commutators, which
was incompatible with the form of the original Hamiltonian constraint and could not yield
closure. This phenomenon appears quite generic for any lattice quantization of this type.
For instance, an analogous quantization based on a cubic lattice (motivated by Ref. [14])
would exhibit similar spreading - although in a more sophisticated way - owing to the
three-dimensional nature of the lattice.
We would also like to remark on the relation of the construction considered in the
current paper to the anomaly free results obtained in a series of papers utilizing effective
perurbative approach [4, 5] and [15] – [18]. These papers present perturbatively consistent
(at the effective level) systems of constraints that are first class and allow for gauge invariant
formulation of equations of motion. As was shown in Section 2.2.4, the terms corresponding
to the spread commutators are subdominant in the classical limit. They are of higher order
in the perturbative parameter than the main terms showing up in the effective formulation
considered in the aforementioned papers. Interestingly, the spread (non-local) operators
can still be mimicked at the effective level by including higher order spatial derivatives
[14, 19]. As was pointed out in [19], such inclusion leads to related anomaly issues. Another
interesting approach to anomaly-free quantization in the spherically symmetric sector was
considered in [20]. It involves rescaling of the lapse and shift prior to quantization, which
leads to “Abelianization” of the Hamiltonian constraint. Such a quantization scheme is
consistent and contains some discreteness effects after Abelianization, but it is not clear
whether it allows a representation of hypersurface-deformation algebra with the correct
classical limit.
In summary, the attempted lattice-based quantization of spherically symmetric hyper-
surface deformation constraint algebra has not been successful. It has, however, provided
an insight as to what possible consistent construction could be. In order to have a closed
constraint algebra, one needs to make sure that the structure (especially the shifting part)
of the original Hamiltonian constraint operator has to be the same as that of the second
order commutators of the Hamiltonians [H[N1], [H[N2], H[N3]]]. Even if one starts with
simple holonomies in H[N ], the commutators will have more complicated loop structure.
This therefore suggests that one should already consider all possible holonomies in the
original Hamiltonian, including loops of arbitrarily large size. At the moment, there is no
clear understanding as to what a good parametrization of such loops could be, but it may
still be possible to construct in the future.
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